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1 My attention has been drawn to a paper by Malcev (Bull. Acad. Sei. URSS. vol. 9 (1945) pp. 329-356) where it is shown that 91 is an ideal.
• Clearly every ideal is invariant under Gwi-Our second theorem now runs as follows:
Theorem 2. Let ®bea semisimple subalgebra of 8 such that 8 = ©+r. Then, given any semisimple subalgebra SDc of 8, there exists a trGGai such that 9JcO<3.
The following two corollaries follow immediately from this theorem.
Corollary
2. Any maximal semisimple subalgebra of 8 is isomorphic to 8/T. First suppose that 9c is abelian. The mapping P->5(P) is a homomorphic mapping of 9ft into ©. For any SG© let
Da denote the derivation of 9t given by DSN= [S, N] (TYGft).
Then the mapping p defined by p(P) =i>s(P) is a representation of 9ft. Also, since 9c is abelian
Hence v is a Whitehead mapping of 9ft into 9? with respect to the representation p. Therefore by the first Whitehead lemma8 there exists an element -N&St such that v(P) = -p(P)iV= [iV, S(P)]. Hence P = S(P) + ,{P) = S(P) + [N, S(P)] = exp (ad N)S(P) since (ad iV)2 = 0, 9c being abelian. Therefore 9ft Ow© and so the theorem is proved in this case. Now consider the general case. Let w = dim 9t. If n^l, 9c is abelian and so the theorem is true. Hence we can assume n> 1 and use induction on n. Further we can assume that 9c is not abelian so that 91'= [9c, 9c]?* {0}. Let X^X denote the natural homomorphism of 80 onto 8o^8o/9c'. The radical of 8o is 9c = 91/9?' which is abelian.
Let 9ft and © be the images of 9ft and © respectively in 8o. Then they are both semisimple and 2« C © + 91.
Since 9? is abelian it follows from the above proof that there exists an 2V G 9c such that 9J? C <T2V@.
Let N(E.N (NEW)-The complete inverse image of <rgr© in 8o is ©1+91' where ©1=0^©. Hence 3» C ©1 + 9c'.
Since 91 is nilpotent, dim 9c'< dim 9c = n. Hence the induction hypothesis is applicable to Si =©1+91' and therefore there exists a oiGGV such that 2JcC<ri©i. But Gm>C.Gyi and therefore <r=tri<rjvGG9i and 9JcCo©.
Now let ©* be any maximal semisimple algebra of 8. It follows from the above theorem that ©*C<r© for some (rGGsi. Since <r is an automorphism of 8, 0© is semisimple. Therefore @*=a©^©^8/T. If ©1 and ©2 are two maximal semisimple subalgebras of 8, we can find Ti, T2GG91 such that ©i=ri©, ©2 = t2©. Then t©i=©2 where T=T2T1~1GG«.
Summary. Let 8 be a Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero and let T be its radical. It is proved that any XG8 belongs to T if and only if s/>(ad [X, Y] ad Z) =0 for all F, ZG8. HereX^ ad X is the adjoint representation of 8. Further let 91 be the maximal nilpotent ideal of 8 and let © and ©* be any two maximal semisimple subalgebras of 8. Then © + 9c = ©* + 9? and © and ©* sire conjugate in a certain strict sense.
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